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Space collection
designed by Morten Svendsen 

The Space dining table is available as a fixed top as well as extendable with a butterfly leaf 
stored under the tabletop. A stylish, elegant design with smart finger joints at the top of the 
tapered, solid legs. Available in a wide selection of wooden finishes as well as a variety of hard-
wearing laminates in a wide choice of colours.

The matching range of the Space cabinets comes with fronts in the striking Intarsia veneer, 
straight veneer, and a variety of laminates in a wide choice of colours matching the tabletop. 
The legs of the cabinets have the same design feature as the table with a solid finger joint at 
the top of the legs. Doors are with push-release and soft-closing like the drawers.

All cabinets are also beautifully veneered at the back, which means they can be free standing.

Enjoy!

SPACE table, Titan chair in light oak.

Frontpage: Space collection, Tradition chair in light oak.
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BU

TTERFLY SYSTEM

PBJ DESIGNHOUSE  1

968

PATENTED

Dining table 
no 760170 Main table 
no 760100 butterfly extension 
L 170 W 90 H 75 cm

Number of seats 8-10 people
Extended 12 people. 

no 760200 Main table 
no 760102 butterfly extension 
L 200 W 100 H 75 cm

Number of seats 8-12 people
Extended 16 people. 

Extension leaf to be ordered separately.
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Highboard 
no 152110

Highboard with 3 doors and 3 drawers. 
One shelf behind each door.

L 110 W 40 H 138 cm 

XL Sideboard 
no 152233

Sideboard with 4 doors and 2 drawers.
One large shelf in each side behind 2 doors. 
 
L 233 W 45 H 90 cm 

Sideboard 
no 152176

Sideboard with 2 doors and 3 drawers.
One shelf behind each door. 
 
L 176 W 45 H 76 cm 

Space sideboard, Titan chair in walnut.
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Colours and materials

WOOD

HPL (HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE)

FENIX

131 Storm

201 Bianco white

206 Light grey

128 Earth

204 Deep black

207 Grey brown

110 Seed

210 Dark warm grey

101 White

219 Verde

184 Nero

222 Grigio

Space Collection are available in different types of wood finishes. The tabletop and 
fronts are also available in a wide range of laminate in different colours and surfaces. 
You can find samples in your local store. 

LAMINATE

043 Light oak lac

43040 Light oak intarsia

087 Black oak lac

75070 Walnut intarsia

075 Walnut oil

4340 Light oak lac 
Herringbone

7570  Herringbone
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MARBLE

KÉR

301 yule white

504 Grigio ferro

302 Yule grey

503 Grigio alparca

303 Pulpis light

502 Grigio viola 

304 Pulpis dark

501 Bioanco nube 505 Verde modo

See pbjdesignhouse.com or price list for availability of specific products. 

The paper used for this brochure is FSC® certified.



PBJ Designhouse
Skovvænget 2
DK-7860 Spøttrup
Denmark

pbj@pbjdesignhouse.com

pbjdesignhouse.com
The brochure is subject to technical changes and possible printing errors.

Your specialist dealer:

Home is a place to belong.
Filled with love, harmony, joy ... being you.

Proud craftsmanship with a critical
eye for design and quality.

 
A family-owned Danish company with our own 

production company. We have many years of experience in 
refining the details and meeting the customers’ requirements.

DANISH DESIGN SINCE 1968


